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ABSTRACT 
The measurement campaigns reveal that much of the licensed spectrum remains unused and traffic in wireless networks tends to 

be overcrowded. Radio spectrum is the most valuable resource in wireless communication like real estate in modern society. The 

available radio spectrum is a limited precious resource.The inefficient use of the spectrum necessitates a new communication 

technology, denoted as cognitive radio networks. Cognitive radio is an encouraging technology, which provides a novel way to 

improve occupation efficiency of available electromagnetic spectrum. It should detect the presence of primary user to avoid 

interference. A critical component of cognitive radio network is thus a spectrum sensing. This survey paper provides a thorough 

investigation of various spectrum sensing techniques for cognitive radio. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Wireless devices and applications are increasing day by day. With the growth of communication 
applications, accompanied by the demand for higher data rates, the radio spectrum becomes more congested 
even though Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has extended some unlicensed spectrum bands [1]. 
The non-exploitation of the electromagnetic spectrum leads us to consider in terms of spectrum holes.  Spectrum 
utilization can be improved significantly by making it possible for a secondary user, who is not being serviced, 
to access a spectrum hole unfilled by the primary user at the right location and the right time. A device that can 
detect these holes and adapt its transmission parameters (frequency, modulation, etc.) according to the changing 
RF environment is called a Cognitive Radio [2]. The concept of cognitive radio (CR) was first coined by Joseph 
Mitola [3] describing it as software-defined radio which can change its parameters depending on the need and 
user requirements. The concept of software-defined radio (SDR) was started in the early 1990s, and has now 
become a core technology for future generation wireless communications. SDR is a versatile, based on a simple, 
unified hardware platform, thus becomes the basis of the 4G and 5G wireless communications. A cognitive 
radio extends the functionality of SDR by adapting intelligently to its environment as depicted in figure 1.  
  Cognitive radio, also known as smart radio, can dynamically change its spectrum to an unused band to 
avoid interference by sensing its environment. The detailed block diagram of a CR is given in figure 2. The 
motivation for Cognitive radio is a concept of reusing licensed spectrum in an unlicensed manner without 
causing interference.CR consists of four important tasks which form a cognitive cycle, as pictured in Figure 3.  
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of CR. 
 

 
Fig. 2: CR Architecture. 
 
They are 
• Spectrum sensing     
• Spectrum decision  
• Spectrum mobility    
• Spectrum sharing 

 
Fig. 3: Basic Cognitive Cycle. 
 
 The most important step on which the very essence of cognitive radio rests is spectrum sensing which is 
defined as the task of locating spectrum holes in an automatic manner by sensing the radio spectrum in the local 
neighborhood of the cognitive radio receiver.Figure 4 shows a cognitive user opportunistically transmits over 
the detected time/frequency white spaces [4]. 
 
Primary Signal Detection: 
 The secondary user essentially performs a binary hypothesis test on whether or not there are primary signals 
in a specific channel. The channel is idle under the nullhypothesis and busy under the alternate: 
H0 (idle) vs. H1 (busy) 

 
Fig. 4: Simplest instance of Cognition. 
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 Under the ideal scenario, the received signal is essentially the ambient noise and the radio frequency (RF) 
environment, and under the busy scenario, the received signal would consist of the Primary Users (PUS) signal 
and the ambient noise; thus 
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where r(t) is the complex baseband of the sensed radio signal, s(t) is the received primary user signal, and w(t) is 
AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) with a noise power of σ2

.  The channel gain h, has an amplitude and 

phase shift as ,h α θ= ∠ H0 and H1 are the noise-only and signal-plus-noise hypotheses; respectively. We can 

define four possible cases for the detected signal: 
1. Declaring H0 when H0 is true (H0|H0) 
2. Declaring H1 when H1 is true (H1|H1) 
3. Declaring H0 when H1 is true (H0|H1) 
4. Declaring H1 when H0 is true (H1|H0) 
 Case 2 is known as a correct detection, whereas cases 3 and 4 are known as a missed detection and a false 
alarm, respectively.False alarms occur if an idle channel is detected asbusy, and when a busy channel is detected 
as idle, missed detections occur.Therefore, in the context of CR the optimization problem is then to minimize 
the probability of false alarm, subject to a constraint on the probability of missed detection. The performance of 
a detector is characterized by two parameters, the probability of missed detection (PMD) and the probability of 
false alarm (PFA), which are defined as 

ε = PFA = Prob {Decide H1 │ H0}                                 (2) 
δ   = PMD = Prob {Decide H0 │ H1}.                   (3) 
 
Spectrum Sensing: 
 Spectrum sensing is an important part for efficient utilization of spectrum. Primary user can use the 
spectrum at any time. Secondary users must sense the spectrum to detect whether it is available or not. In case 
the primary user returns to the spectrum being used, the CR must have another spectrum available to which it 
can switch to continue the communication. This can be accomplished through a real-time wideband sensing 
capability to detect weak primary signals in a wide spectrum range. 
The task of spectrum sensing in specific involves the following subtasks: 
• Detection of spectrum holes; 
• Spectral resolution of each spectrum hole; 
• Estimation of the spatial directions of incoming interferes; 
• Signal classification. 
 The subtask of spectrum-hole detection is, at its simplest form, when the focus is on a white space alone. 
Specifically, the detection of a white space may be performed by using a radiometer, which is well known for its 
energy-detection capability. Alternatively, we may resort to the use of cyclostationarity, which is an inherent 
property of digital modulated signals that naturally occur in the transmission of communication signals over a 
wireless channel. In order to further refine the detection of white spaces and broaden the scope of spectrum 
sensing so as to also include the possible employment of gray spaces, we may have to resort to a sensing 
technique that includes spectrum estimation. Spectrum estimation can be of a parametric kind, which requires 
modeling the stochastic process of interest; a widely used example is autoregressive (AR) modeling [6] and [7]. 
Alternatively, spectrum estimation can be of a nonparametric kind, bypassing the need for modeling, and 
therefore working directly on the stochastic process under study. We can also categorize spectrum sensing 
techniques into direct method, which is considered as a frequency domain approach, where the estimation is 
carried out directly from the signal and indirect method, which is known as a time domain approach, where the 
estimation is performed using autocorrelation of the signal. 
 
Spectrum Sensing Methods: 
 In literature, one can find different types of spectrum sensing method which, in general, could be classified 
as Non-cooperative detection, cooperative detection, Interference based sensing, Spectral estimation and other 
sensing techniques. This section provides a brief description of different spectrum sensing methods.  
 
A. Energy Detection (ED): 
 The energy detection is a non-coherent detection technique. The method does not require any prior 
knowledge of the primary user signal to determine whether the channel is occupied or not. The implementation 
of an energy detection technique is shown in the Figure 5.In this method, the signal is passed through a band 
pass filter of the bandwidth W and is integrated over time interval. 
 The output from the Integrator block is then compared to a predefined threshold. This comparison is used to 
discover the existence of absence of the primary user. The threshold value can be set to fixed or varying 
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depending on the channel conditions. Analytically, signal detection can be 
problem, formalized as a hypothesis test, as in (1). A decision rule can be stated as,
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 Where ( , )a bΓ the regularized upper incomplete Gamma function and 

Marcum Q-function.  

Fig. 5: Implementation of an Energy Detector
 
 The performance of the energy detector varies when the received signal component undergoes different 
types of fading. The detection performance of the energy 
fading channel with additive Gaussian noise is derived by the authors i
 
B. Cyclostationary Detection: 
 The Autocorrelation Function of the signal is not only time varying, but it is also 
order periodic signals can be appropriately modeled as second order cyclostationary random process
Knowing some of the cyclic characteristics of a signal, one can construct detectors that exploit the 
cyclostationarity [14] and benefit from the spectral correlation. 
cyclostationary feature detector. A discrete time zero mean stochastic process y(n) is said to be second order 
cyclostationary if its time varying autocorrelation function 
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Fig. 6: Implementation of Cyclostationary Feature Detector
 
 The cyclic spectrum represents the density of correlation for the cyclic frequency 
cyclostationarity property appears both in the cyclic autocorrelation function 

density function ( , )yS α ω . Thus, detection of the cyclostationarity can be performed both in the time domain 

and in the frequency domain. Although it requires a priori knowledge of the signal characteristics, 
cyclostationary feature detection is capable of distin
signals. 
 
C. Matched Filter: 
 A matched filter (MF) is a linear filter designed to maximize the output signal to noise ratio for a given 
input signal in the presence of additive Gaussian noise 
complete knowledge of the primary user signal is required (such as the modulation format data rate, carrier 
frequency, pulse shape, etc.).Initially the input signal passes through a band
energy around the related band, then output signal of BPF is convolved with the match filter whose impulse 
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depending on the channel conditions. Analytically, signal detection can be reduced to a simple identification 
problem, formalized as a hypothesis test, as in (1). A decision rule can be stated as, 

      
where, the estimated energy of the received signal and λ is chosen to be the noise variance σ
detection probability and the false alarm probability as given by 
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Implementation of an Energy Detector. 

The performance of the energy detector varies when the received signal component undergoes different 
The detection performance of the energy detector for Rayleigh, Rice and Nakagami types of 

fading channel with additive Gaussian noise is derived by the authors in [9] and [10]. 

The Autocorrelation Function of the signal is not only time varying, but it is also 
order periodic signals can be appropriately modeled as second order cyclostationary random process
Knowing some of the cyclic characteristics of a signal, one can construct detectors that exploit the 
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Implementation of Cyclostationary Feature Detector. 

The cyclic spectrum represents the density of correlation for the cyclic frequency 
cyclostationarity property appears both in the cyclic autocorrelation function ( , )yR α τ  and in the cyclic spectral 

. Thus, detection of the cyclostationarity can be performed both in the time domain 

and in the frequency domain. Although it requires a priori knowledge of the signal characteristics, 
cyclostationary feature detection is capable of distinguishing the CR transmissions from various types of PU 

A matched filter (MF) is a linear filter designed to maximize the output signal to noise ratio for a given 
input signal in the presence of additive Gaussian noise [15]. For Matched filter based spectrum sensing a 
complete knowledge of the primary user signal is required (such as the modulation format data rate, carrier 

Initially the input signal passes through a band-pass filter; this will measur
energy around the related band, then output signal of BPF is convolved with the match filter whose impulse 
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reduced to a simple identification 

  (4) 
to be the noise variance σ2.We can derive the 
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The performance of the energy detector varies when the received signal component undergoes different 
detector for Rayleigh, Rice and Nakagami types of 

The Autocorrelation Function of the signal is not only time varying, but it is also periodic. Such second 
order periodic signals can be appropriately modeled as second order cyclostationary random process [11,-13]. 
Knowing some of the cyclic characteristics of a signal, one can construct detectors that exploit the 

shows the implementation of the 
A discrete time zero mean stochastic process y(n) is said to be second order 
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pass filter; this will measure the 

energy around the related band, then output signal of BPF is convolved with the match filter whose impulse 
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response is same as the reference signal. Finally the matched filter out value is compared to a threshold for 
detecting the existence or absence of the primary user. The implementation of matched filter detection is shown 
in figure 7.  
 The matched filter based detector gives better detection probability compared to the energy detector and the 
cyclostationary feature based detector; however,as mentioned, it requires complete signal information and needs 
to perform the entire receiver operations (such as synchronization, demodulation, etc.) in order to detect the 
signal.  

 
Fig. 7: Implementation of a Matched Filtering Detector. 
 
This template, modified in MS Word 2007 and saved as   
 
D. Autocorrelation Based Method: 
 This detection technique assumes that the primary signal is wide-sense stationary, and exploits its 
autocorrelation to discriminate it from white noise [16] Under the assumption that the additive noise is white 

and the signal is uncorrelated with noise, the autocorrelation matrix ˆ yA of observed signaly(n) converges in 

probability to the autocorrelation of y(n) as N →∞, : 
 

† 2[ ( ) ( )]y s w LA y n y n A IσΕ = +�
                     (8) 

 whereAsis the autocorrelation matrix of the column vector s(n) = {sn, sn-1, …, sn-L+1}
T , 2

wσ is the noise 

average power, as usual, and ILdenotes the L × L identity matrix. If there is no primary signal, then Ayequals the 

scalar matrix 2 ,w LIσ which has zero off diagonal elements and equal eigenvalues 2
wσ . Thus, the presence of a 

primary signal can be detected when one of these properties does not hold. 
 
E. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing: 
 There occurs hidden terminal problem when a cognitive user is shadowed in severe multipath fading or 
inside buildings while primary user is operating in the vicinity. As a result the sensing performance for one 
cognitive user will be degraded. Hence, by allowing a number of cognitive users to perform local spectrum 
sensing independently and fusing their local decision results together at the fusion center, could enhance the 
spectrum sensing performance. This concept is known as cooperative spectrum sensing. Cooperative sensing 
can be implemented in two fashions: centralized and distributed [15] and [17]. In centralized sensing a fusion 
center collects sensing information from cognitive users. The fusion center identifies the available spectrum and 
then broadcasts the result to other cognitive users. The centralized sensing fashion can also be divided into two 
categories depending on whether cognitive users exchange sensing information themselves: partially 
cooperative network and totally cooperative network. In partially cooperative network each CR user detects the 
spectrum independently and directly transmits its sensing information to the fusion center. Cognitive users 
cooperatively exchange each other, sensing, information, and then send it to the fusion center in the case of the 
totally cooperative network. In distributed sensing scheme, cognitive users share information among each other, 
but they make their own decision regarding the spectrum usage without the need for a backbone infrastructure.  
 
F. Interference Based Sensing: 
 There are two methods proposed for interference based spectrum sensing techniques - Interference 
Temperature Management and Primary Receiver Detection [18]. 
 
a. Interference temperature management: 
 The basic idea behind the interference temperature management is to set up an upper interference limit for a 
given frequency band in specific geographic location such that the CR users do not cause any harmful 
interference to primary users while using the specific band in specific area. This method basically focuses on 
measuring interference at the receiver. 
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b. Primary receiver detection: 
 In general, the primary receiver emits the local oscillator (LO) leakage power from its RF front end while 
receiving the data from the primary transmitter. It has been suggested as a method to detect primary user by 
mounting a low cost sensor node close to a primary user’s receiver in order to detect the local oscillator (LO) 
leakage power emitted from the RF front end of the primary user’s receiver which are within the communication 
range of CR system users. 
 
G. Covariance-Based Method: 
 The difference in covariance of wireless signals and the additive noise components is used to detect the 
presence of a wireless signal. In [19], they have proposed test statistics derived from the sample covariance 
matrix of the received signal to perform signal detection.The non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix 
ˆ

LR are theoretically zero and the diagonal elements contain the noise power in the absence of a primary user 

signal. In the presence of a primary user signal, the non-diagonal elements would become nonzero and thus 
using the property of the covariance matrix, one could detect the presence of the primary user signal.  
 
H. Eigenvalue-Based Method: 
 The eigenvalue-based method is also based on the computation of the covariance matrix of the sensed 
signal [20]. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are computed, and in turn, are used to compute the test 
statistic as given in [20]. The maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the covariance matrix is given by 
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Where ρmax(n) and ρmin(n) are respectively the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of Rs(n). 
 The two test statistics are given by
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 known as the max-min eigenvalue (MME) technique and 
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ξ
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=

 

known as the energy with minimum eigenvalue (EME) technique, where ξ is the energy of the sensed signal. 
Thus, if there is no signal the ratio of maximum and minimum eigenvalues should be oneand in the presence of 
signal the ratio should be greater than one.  
 
I. Compressive Spectrum Sensing: 
 The basic idea of compressive spectrum sensing is to exploit the fact that the original detected analog signal 
y(t) can often be sampled below the Nyquist rate within an interval t ϵ (0, NbT). This is referred to as Analog-to-
information converter [21]. The resulting Mb x 1 vector of samples Z = [z (1) … Z (Mb)]

 T can then be 
expressed as 

,Z y= Φ                                                 (10) 
Ф is Mb x Nb measurement matrix, where Mb<<Nb.  
 Since (10) has more unknown than equations it has infinitely many solutions and to reduce the feasible set, 
additional constraints are to be introduced. In compressive sensing, these constraints are based on sparsity 
considerations for y. That is, we can write ,y sψ= where s has only a few nonzero elements. If primary user 

presence is not very likely, sparsity reveals itself in the spectrum, i.e., 1,Fψ −=  with F the Nb x Nb discrete 

Fourier transform matrix, whereas if primary users occupy only flat frequency bands, the edge spectrum can be 
viewed as being sparse, i.e., 1( )Fψ −= Γ  with Γ  the Nb x Nb differentiation matrix [21]. 

 
J. Wavelet Based Spectrum Sensing: 
 The wavelet transform was proposed for spectrum sensing for detecting edges in a wideband spectrum in 
the frequency domain for detecting one or more narrowband user [22]. Wavelets transform in general are used 
to detect irregularities/ singularities in the power spectral density.The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of 
Sr(f) can be represented as 

( ) ( ) ( )s r r SW S f S f fφ= ∗            (11) 
where * is convolution computation.   
 The average PSD within the band βncan be computed and represented as 
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Therefore, a simple estimator for2ˆ
nα can be represented as 

2 ˆ ˆˆ minn n n
n

α β β= − .                                   (13) 
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 The simple estimator in (13) is enough to solve the sensing problem. The major sensing problem is to 
identify the frequency boundary fnand detect the occupied and non-occupied bands. 
 
K. Waveform Based Sensing: 
 Some known pattern such as preambles, midambles, regularly transmitted pilot patterns, spreading 
sequences, etc., is usually incorporated in wireless systems to assist synchronization or for other purposes. 
Sensing can thus be performed by correlating the observed signal with the known pattern to detect the presence 
of a PU signal exhibiting this pattern.. This method is termed as waveform based sensing [23]. 
 
L. Short Time Fourier Transform Spectrum Sensing: 
 The Short Time Fourier Transform or Gabor Transform can be used to locate the unoccupied spectrum as 
quickly and accurately as possible. The STFT given in (14) provides the information about time and frequency 
is actually the basis for the periodogram estimate. 
 

[ ] 2{ ( )} ( , ) ( ) ( ) j ft

t

STFT x t X f x t w t e dtπτ τ −= = −∫
           (14) 

M. Multi Taper Spectrum Estimation: 
 Tapering is a non-parametric method used to reduce bias, whereas lag window smoothing has been used to 
reduce error variance. The Multitaper spectral estimation method (MTM) was the first non-parametric method 
that addressed simultaneously the issues of bias and variance in an ‘optimal’ fashion [25]. A multitaper spectral 
estimator offers an easy-to quantify the tradeoff between bias and variance. In multitaper spectral estimation, the 
bias is decomposed into two quantifiable components: local bias and broadband bias. 
 The MTM determines an orthonormal sequence of Slepian tapers and set of Fourier transforms of the 
received RF signal as stated in [26]. The time bandwidth product, 

oC Nω=  bounds the number of tapers 

(windows) as shown by 2K Nω≤  which in turn defines the degree of freedom available for controlling the 

variance of the MTM. The choice of parameters Co and K provides a tradeoff among spectral resolution, bias, 
and variance. The bias of these estimates is largely controlled by the largest eigenvalue. 
 
N. Filter Bank Based Spectrum Sensing: 
 If the spectral properties of the signal to be detected are known, but the signal has otherwise no usable 
features that can be efficiently exploited, then spectrum estimation techniques like filter bank- based detectors 
may be preferable. In addition, if the cognitive radio system exploits a filter bank multicarrier technique, the 
same filter bank can be used for both transmission and spectrum sensing. Hence, the sensing can be done 
without any additional cost. Filter banks are considered as a best physical layer candidate for conventional 
communication in cognitive radio. Farhang-Boroujeny in [27] proposed filter bank spectrum estimation (FBSE) 
for CR by using a pair of matched root Nyquist-filter.There is an opportunity to fragment a wideband, 
multichannel signal into relatively narrow subbands and then recombining subband samples withina proper 
time-frequency zone. The essential subband filtering can be realized sing plain FFT, windowed FFT, or analysis 
filter bank [30]. Usage of analysis filter bank will provide the best possibilities to control the spectral leakage 
between subbands. A multichannel joint spectrum sensing strategy based on cosine-modulated filter banks 
(CMFBs) was developed to improve sensing efficiency[31]. 
 
O. Random Hough Transform Based Detection: 
 Random Hough transform of received signal is used for identifying the presence of radar pulses in the 
operating channels of IEEE 802.11 systems. This method can be used to detect any type of signal with a 
periodic pattern as well. Statistical covariance of noise and signal are known to be different. This fact is used to 
develop algorithms for identifying the existence of a communication signal.  
 
P. Radio Identification Based Sensing: 
 The goal is to identify the presence of some known transmission technologies and achieve communication 
through them. Thereby a complete knowledge about the spectrum characteristics can be obtained by identifying 
the transmission technologies used by primary users. These techniques are used in the context of European 
Transparent Ubiquitous Terminal (TRUST) project which is based on several extracted features such as 
transmission frequency, transmission range, modulation technique, etc.  
 
Conclusions: 
 Spectrum sensing is a key component of the spectrum cycle in cognitive radio. In this paper, the states of 
the art of spectrum-sensing techniques for cognitive radio networks were studied. We presented not only the 
classical techniques, inspired by the signal detection approaches, but also some newly developed ones, well 
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modeled for cognitive radio network scenario. The energy detector is the simplest and is optimal for 
uncorrelated signal samples with Gaussian distribution, provided we have the knowledge of the noise power. 
The cyclostationary feature-based method has better detection performance than the energy-based method, given 
that the cyclic features are estimated properly, which requires a larger set of samples. If the signals are 
correlated in nature, then covariance and the eigenvalue based methods are more suitable for detecting wireless 
signals. Multi taper spectrum estimator tackles the problem of low frequency resolution, high variance of the 
estimated power spectrum and high side lobes/leakages introduced in STFT at the cost of high price in terms of 
complexity.  A brief description of basic filter bank based spectrum sensing method was also covered. As Filter 
Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) has been a recently investigated multicarrier modulation scheme and considered as a 
best physical layer candidate for conventional communication in cognitive radio, it can be used as an integrated 
tool for data communication as well as channel sensing. The objective of our work is to develop a multichannel 
sensing method using filter banks that out performs the traditional energy detector, especially at low SNR. 
Thereby it becomes best candidate for spectrum estimation and sensing in the CR system.  
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